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Some have tried to make miracles compatible with the
laws of nature by re-defining them as something other
than interventions. By contrast, this article argues that
although miracles are divine interventions, they are not5
violations of the laws of nature. Miracles are also not ex-
ceptions to the laws, nor do the laws not apply to them.
The laws never have exceptions, they never are violated or
suspended. They probably are necessary and unchange-
able. They apply to divine interventions too. We need to10
reconsider not miracles but laws. The main claim of this
article is that laws of nature do not entail regularities, and
that therefore miracles do not violate the laws. We need
a new theory of the laws of nature, the tendency theory.
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1 The idea of miracles as violations of the laws15
(1.1) The claim that miracles, or divine interventions in general,
are impossible has been exceedingly influential. It was used by
atheists in order to criticise theism, and it led theologians to
deny the occurrence of miracles and to re-interpret miracles as
something other than divine interventions. Further, it moved20
many to accept a strong theory of theistic evolution, according
to which, although there is a God, in order to create the anim-
als he never intervened, perhaps not even in order to create the
first animal. It is connected to the claim that miracles are ‘vi-
olations of the laws of nature’, which led some to believe that25
miracles are impossible and others to believe that, although mir-
acles are possible, they are exceptions to the laws and they are
the only exceptions. The arrival of the idea of probabilistic laws
and processes through quantum mechanics made some authors
think that these these finally show that there is room for miracles30
in the causal order of the world – assuming that if the laws were
not probabilistic, then there would be no room for miracles.
(1.2) Let me illustrate this with some quotations. Baruch de
Spinoza (1632–1677) claimed:
Nothing, then, happens in nature which is in contradic-35
tion with its universal laws. [. . . She] preserves a fixed
and immutable course. [. . . ] A miracle, whether contrary
to nature or above nature, is a sheer absurdity; and there-
fore that by a miracle in Holy Writ we are to understand
nothing more than a natural phenomenon which surpasses,40
or is believed to surpass, human powers of comprehension.
(Tractatus, ch. 6)
Similarly Voltaire (1694–1778):
A miracle is the violation of mathematical, divine, immut-
able, eternal laws. By the very exposition itself, a mir-45
acle is a contradiction in terms: a law cannot at the same
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time be immutable and violated. (Philosophical Diction-
ary, ‘Miracles’, quoted in McGrew 2014)
Since Friedrich Schleiermacher this idea was accepted in Ger-
man protestant theology. Ernst Troeltsch in 1898 thus declared50
the following to be a principle of theology:
[N]o change can occur at one point without changes oc-
curring before and after at other points, so that all events
stand in a continuous, correlative interconnection and must
necessarily constitute a single flow in which each and all55
hang together, and every event stands in relation to others.
(Troeltsch 1898)
The New Testament scholar Rudolf Bultmann expressed it
thus:
The idea of a miracle as a divine intervention has be-60
come impossible for us today, because we understand all
that happens in nature as law-governed. Thus we under-
stand a miracle as a violation of the law-governed connec-
tion between all that happens in nature, and this idea we
cannot entertain today any more. (Bultmann 1933, my65
transl.)
Later, Anglosaxon theologians adopted the claim, e.g. Lang-
don Gilkey:
[C]ontemporary theology does not expect, nor does it speak
of, wondrous divine events on the surface of natural and70
historical life. The causal nexus in space and time which
the Enlightenment science and philosophy introduced into
the Western mind [. . . ] is also assumed by modern theo-
logians and scholars; since they participate in the modern
world of science both intellectually and existentially, they75
can scarcely do anything else. (Gilkey 1961, p. 31)
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Still today many follow this line, e. g. Nancey Murphy: ‘We ob-
ject to interventionist accounts of divine action because it seems
unreasonable that God should violate the laws he has established.’
(Murphy 1995, p. 343) She is part of the ‘Divine Action Project’80
(DAP), co-sponsored by the Vatican Observatory and the Center
for Theology and the Natural Sciences in Berkeley.1 Its leader is
Robert Russell, who gave his view the telling name: ‘NIODA’ –
Non-Interventionist Objective Divine Action. These authors do
not just want to say that there are also divine actions which are85
not interventions, they want to aﬃrm the existence of God and
of divine action without accepting the existence of any divine
interventions.
2 Defining miracle and intervention
(2.1) In this article I shall argue that there is no reason for this90
aversion against interventions because it is based on a miscon-
ception of the laws of nature. Usually by a miracle we mean a
divine intervention into the ordinary course of material things
which functions as a sign for someone.2 For that reason God
creating an animal by intervention before there were humans we95
would not call a miracle because there was nobody for whom
this was a sign. In this article I am concerned with divine inter-
ventions in general. I define an intervention as that which those
authors whom I quoted above want to avoid:
A divine intervention is an event that is brought about by God100
in an action and has no preceding cause and that occurs instead
1For a study of the DAP, see Wildman 2004.
2For a thorough defence of a similar definition see Larmer 2013, ch. 2.
This is a simplification of the ordinary usage of the word ‘miracle’ because
we also call it a miracle if the apostle Peter heals a lame man, as in Acts 3:7.
This too is an intervention into the ordinary course of material things, but
through a human action performed by extraordinary human powers.
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of an event towards which a causal process was directed.
(2.2) More generally, such an event which is brought about by
an agent in an action and has no preceding cause I call a choice
event.3 So a divine intervention is a choice event of God which105
interferes with a causal process. In all this I am assuming the
existence of causal processes which have a direction. The idea
of an intervention implies further that a process can be stopped,
which is what the believers in the ‘causal nexus’ want to deny.
3 Regularities of succession110
(3.1) The quotations above presuppose a certain view of the
causal structure of the world – the ‘causal nexus’. Its main ele-
ment is David Hume’s idea that laws entail regularities of the
form ‘All events of type x are followed by events of type y’. I
call this ‘the regularity view’. It is further assumed that every115
event is an instance of a regularity of succession (ROS). Every
event is, or it is a part of, an event of a type x such that all
events of type x are always followed by an event of type y. We
can call this ‘causal nexus’. It excludes all divine interventions,
for example miracles, because an intervention is an event which120
is not an instance of a ROS. It is an event of type z following
an event of type x while on other occasions events of type x are
followed by, and cause, events of type y.
(3.2) Although Hume’s view that laws are nothing but ROSs
is generally rejected today, the most popular theories of laws of125
nature today still assume that laws entail ROSs. David Lewis’s
(Lewis 1973, p. 73) ‘best system analysis’ claims that a law is a de-
scription of a ROS which is an axiom or a theorem in the simplest
description of all events. The Armstrong-Dretske-Tooley theory
3For more on this see Wachter 2003 and Wachter 2009, ch. 7.
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(Armstrong 1983, 1997) claims that a law is a universal that130
relates property universals. If a law holds between F and G,
then all Fs are G, or rather whenever some thing is F, after-
wards it will turn G. Brian Ellis, in his ‘scientific essentialism’
(Ellis 2001), agrees with the others that there are ROS and that
the laws entail ROS, he just objects to the Humeans (including135
David Lewis) that they fail to give an explanation of the exist-
ence of the ROS and to David Armstrong that he gives the wrong
explanation. (Ellis 2010, p. 134) Similarly Stephen Mumford as-
sumes that there are ROSs that are described by law statements
and that the ROSs are explained in terms of properties and de140
re necessities, but he holds that there are ‘no laws in nature,
in the metaphysically real sense of laws’ (Mumford 2004, p. 23)
(non-realism about laws).
(3.3) This wide agreement on the regularity view is a serious
challenge to the theist. If the laws entailed ROSs, then it would145
be correct to call miracles ‘violations of the laws of nature’ and
either to take them to be impossible or, as Richard Swinburne
(2003, p. 19) does, to take them to be ‘non-repeatable exceptions’
to the laws. But I shall argue that these theories are following
the wrong track, which was first proposed by David Hume, and150
that laws do not entail ROSs.
4 Looking for regularities
(4.1) Let us look for regularities of succession that are entailed
by the laws of nature. Consider the law of gravity, F = Gm1m2
d2 .
Is there a regularity which is entailed by it? The first candidate155
is that any two bodies with mass m accelerate with a = Gm
d2 .
But they do not, because often, in fact always, there are more
things aﬀecting their movement. For example, if there is a body
with mass m at distance d on the other side too, then it will not
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accelerate at all. There also can be other kinds of influences on160
the body’s movement, for example electro-magnetic forces.
(4.2) Perhaps we find a regularity by considering a larger state
of aﬀairs, including the other things which aﬀect the body. But
a list of things or events does not entail or necessitate that there
are no other things or events. Whatever events (at the time in165
question) you include in x, sometimes an x-event will be followed
by a y-event, sometimes by some other type of event. The law
of gravity describes what follows an x-event when there are no
other forces and no other things at work. But as there can be
other forces and other things, the law of gravity entails no ROS,170
however big an event you consider. Even if U is a complete
description of the universe (at the time in question), the law of
gravity does not say that a U-state will always be followed by a
certain y-state, because U does not entail that there are no things
besides U. Only if you add the clause ‘and there is nothing else’175
or ‘there is nothing else acting’, then the statement says what
will happen. That shows that including more in the first event
does not help to rescue regularities, because a prediction with
this clause we can derive from the law also for a small event,
e. g. ‘Whenever there are two bodies with mass m and distance180
d and no further things are acting on them, they accelerate with
a = Gm
d2 ’. But that is not a ROS.
(4.3) Perhaps the laws of gravity does not entail a ROS but
the totality of the laws does. This way we take into account
not only gravitational forces but also electro-magnetic forces etc.185
One can assume that material or spatial things exert no other
forces than those described by the laws of nature. That is not
obviously true, because it is surprising that there are laws at all.
It is remarkable that through knowing the mass and the distance
of bodies we can we know that they attract each other with a190
certain force. It is a plausible but no trivial assumption that all
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forces exerted by material things can be known by knowing other
properties of the situation. If we make that assumption, then we
can assume that the totality of the laws of nature entails for each
description of a material state of aﬀairs a complete description195
of the forces exerted by it.
(4.4) But still we do not obtain a ROS, for two reasons. First,
because, as explained above, no list of things excludes the exist-
ence of further things, for example other material things, angels,
or God. Secondly, because being the result of a causal process is200
not the only way how an event can come to occur. An event can
be the result of a causal process and thus be caused by preceding
events, or it can be a choice event, so that it has no preced-
ing cause but is brought about by an agent. The agent can be
immaterial or, a materialist may claim, material. In any case,205
also the totality of the laws of nature entails no ROSs, but only
conditional prediction statements of one of the following forms:
(A) If an event is of type x and no further things are acting on
what follows, then an event of type y will follow.
(B) All events of type x are followed by events of type y, except210
when something prevents y by causing an event z which is
incompatible with y.
(C) Events of type x cause events of type y if nothing prevents
them from causing.
(D) There cannot be an event of type x which nothing prevents215
from causing and which does not cause an event of type y.
(4.5) The prediction statements entailed by laws leave open not
only the possibility of intervention by material things but also by
God. If once an x-event causes a y-event, then in other cases of
x-events the y-event may be prevented by other things, e. g. other220
material things or God. Some might want to say that the laws
allow for interventions only by forces exerted by material things
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and thus that they entail prediction statements of the form ‘If an
event is of type x and no other material thing is exerting a force
on what follows, then an event of type y will follow.’ But that is225
false, the laws do not entail this. The laws would entail this only
if they entailed that there are no immaterial things. Even if there
were no God, there would be no way to derive this from the laws
of nature. If someone were to add it to a law statement, then the
resulting statement would not be justified by the observations.230
If there are no immaterial things and no choice events, then the
prediction statements that are calculated on the basis of all the
laws and all material things happen to be all true even without
the clause ‘no further things are acting’. But without that clause
they are not entailed by the laws but only by the laws plus the235
meta-physical assumption that there are no immaterial things
and no choice events.
(4.6) The laws do not entail ROSs already because of the pos-
sibility of intervention by forces exerted by material things. But
there can also be interventions by agents through choice events.240
So interventions can occur through:
• Non-probabilistic material processes.
• Probabilistic material processes.
• Free rational or non-rational actions by embodied agents.
• Free rational or non-rational actions by non-embodied cre-245
ated agents.
• Free rational actions by God.
5 Why do the laws not entail regularities of
succession?
(5.1) Why did so many believe that there are ROSs and that250
laws of nature entail them? This belief is plausible on the as-
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sumption that causal processes are non-stoppable. It was stated,
and declared to be a priori and certain, by Thomas Hobbes:
Whatsoever eﬀects are hereafter to be produced, shall have
a necessary cause; so that all the eﬀects that have been,255
or shall be produced, have their necessity in things ante-
cedent. (1655, De corpore, § 9)
This is determinism as it is understood today: every event
is necessitated by preceding events. If one believes this, then
he may well believe that all events of type x necessitate events260
of type y and that the laws entail ROSs which describe what
causes what and thus how processes develop. Especially in the
19th century belief in determinism was widespread,4 which is
why quantum mechanics in the 1920ies met with disbelief and
was such a shock.265
(5.2) But there are no such processes.5 A rolling billiard ball
can be stopped by another billiard ball, by a cat, by a man, a
demon, or by God. Non-probabilistic processes cannot stop by
chance, they are heading in one direction. But also they can
be stopped, or deflected, by a thing that is strong enough. De-270
terministic causes and processes in the usual sense which implies
the impossibility of being stopped do not and cannot exist. A
more useful sense would be: A deterministic process is one that
can stop only if something stops them. Processes need not be
probabilistic in order to be stoppable.275
(5.3) It is illustrative to see how Hobbes’ argument for de-
terminism in De corpore § 9 fails. He argued as follows: If an
event occurred, then its cause was complete, otherwise it would
not have occurred. ‘An entire cause is always suﬃcient for the
4For example, Kant’s principle of causation was widely accepted: ‘Every
event is determined by a cause according to constant laws.’ (Kant, Proleg-
omena, § 15)
5For a defence of this claim see Wachter 2012.
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production of its eﬀect’. ‘It follows also from hence, that in what-280
soever instant the cause is entire, in the same instant the eﬀect
is produced. For if it be not produced, something is still wanting,
which is requisite for the production of it.’ Therefore, ‘whatso-
ever eﬀects are hereafter to be produced, shall have a necessary
cause; so that all the eﬀects that have been, or shall be produced,285
have their necessity in things antecedent.’
(5.4) As John Bramhall (Bramhall 1655, p. 172) was quick to
point out, Hobbes’ mistake was to derive from ‘Every event has
a suﬃcient (i. e. complete) cause’ that ‘Every event has a neces-
sitating preceding cause’. The rolling of billiard ball A before290
time t caused the rolling of billiard ball B after t. The cause was
complete and in this sense suﬃcient to push B, but the cause did
not necessitate B’s rolling, because something could have preven-
ted B’s rolling, for example B’s being glued to the table, another
ball, a cat, or a demon. Also non-probabilistic causes do not295
necessitate their eﬀects, also non-probabilistic processes can be
stopped.
(5.5) We can and should even question whether there are ROSs
at all. In a very small world with just two perfectly similar
spheres, yes. They might perpetually collide and move away from300
each other. But consider a middle-sized event like two billiard
balls, A and B, colliding in a larger universe like ours. It may
happen on other occasions that these two balls or other, similar
balls move in the same way. But they will not always move in this
way, because sometimes there are other balls hitting them, or a305
magnet or a cat aﬀects them. Or a demon or God. Considering
a less than exact description of the objects and the event does
not help either: neither ‘Balls with some mass moving in way w’
nor ‘Two bodies with masses m at distance d, accelerating with
a = Gm
d2 ’ yields a ROS. If you consider larger events, such as one310
consisting of 17 bodies, then you might find some ROSs – but
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only if there are very few instances of that event type. For event
types of which there are many instances, it is probable that they
will not all cause events of the same type. God could intervene
sometimes in order to bring it about that for some event types,315
A and B, A-events are always followed by B-events. But without
that it is very improbable that there ROSs of event types of
which there are many instances, because the more instances of
the first event type there are, the more probable it is that on
some occasion something will bring about a diﬀerent outcome320
than in those in which nothing else is acting. Besides that, even
if there were some ROSs, it would be impossible to acquire a
justified belief about them because you can never know whether
there will be an exception in the future.
6 Ceteris paribus laws325
(6.1) Also the contemporary debate about ceteris paribus laws
brings out that laws of nature do not entail ROSs. Many philo-
sophers hold that some or all laws of nature require ceteris paribus
clauses, for the reasons that I have given above for my claim that
laws entail only prediction statements which contain a ‘and no330
further things are acting’ clause. They want to hold that laws
entail prediction statements of the form ‘All events of type x that
are under the same conditions are followed by events of type y’.6
(6.2) But John Earman and John T. Roberts (1999; 2002) have
argued that the fundamental laws do not contain ceteris paribus335
clauses, and if a formula does contain ceteris paribus clauses,
then it is not a fundamental law but part of a ‘work-in-progress
theory’ (Earman and Roberts 1999, p. 466). ‘If laws are needed
for some purpose, then we maintain that only laws will do, and
6For a comprehensive investigation of ceteris paribus laws see Schrenk
2007.
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if “ceteris paribus laws” are the only things on oﬀer, then what340
is needed is better science, and no amount of logical analysis on
the part of philosophers will render the “ceteris paribus laws”
capable of doing the job of laws.’
(6.3) While they hold that laws do not require ceteris paribus
clauses, they say that applications of a theory require what Carl345
Hempel called ‘provisos’. As an example of an application of
a theory, Hempel considers a description of the motion of two
bodies that are ‘subject to no influences from within or from
outside the system that would aﬀect their motions.’ (Hempel
1988, p. 158) Discussing the proviso required for this, Hempel350
touches the issue of miracles:
The proviso must [. . . ] imply the absence [. . . ] of electric,
magnetic, and frictional forces; of radiation pressure; and
of any telekinetic, angelic, or diabolic influences. (Hempel
1988, p. 158, also quoted in Earman and Roberts 1999,355
p. 444)
So Hempel recognises the possibility of divine interventions. In
order to state this absence, he proposes this proviso: ‘the total
force acting on each of the two bodies equals the gravitational
force exerted upon it by the other body; and the latter force is360
determined by the law of gravitation.’ The expression ‘total force’
is supposed to state the absence of telekinetic, angelic, diabolic
etc. influences. As a diabolic influence would be an action and,
in my view, not a ‘force’ in the strict, Newtonian sense, Hempel
should say instead that ‘nothing besides the gravitational force365
exerted by the two bodies is acting on them’, but the point is
clear: While laws of nature do not require ceteris paribus clauses
or ‘provisos’, ‘applications of theories’ do.
(6.4) We can find the reason why Earman and Roberts hold,
against most other authors, that the fundamental laws do not370
require ceteris paribus clauses if we examine what they write
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in the light of our question whether laws entail regularities of
succession. They do not address this question explicitly, but
what they say implies that laws do not entail ROSs. In a footnote,
they take the law of gravitation ‘as asserting’ this:375
(Regardless of what other forces may be acting) any two
massive bodies exert a gravitational force on one another
that is directly proportional to the product of their masses
and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them. (Earman and Roberts 1999, 473, footnote380
14)
Their objections to Nancy Cartwright’s claim, which she ex-
pressed already in the title of her book How the Laws of Physics
Lie (1983), that the laws lie because bodies do not move in the
way which the laws describe, point in the same direction:385
Universal Gravity cannot misrepresent the motion of a
body, because it says nothing specific about such temporal
behaviour. Only diﬀerential equations of evolution type –
which might be derivable from UG together with other con-
siderations – can be integrated to describe the temporal390
motion of a body or system of bodies. UG cannot be so
integrated. Thus, it cannot misrepresent temporal motion.
[. . . ] [T]here is more packed into this diﬀerential equation
than just laws. What is really wrong with the diﬀerential
equation is that it was derived under the assumption that395
nothing carried a net charge, a false non-nomic assump-
tion. (Earman, Roberts and Smith 2002, 286f)
(6.5) Although Earman and Roberts in other articles (2005a,b)
defend ‘Humean Supervenience’, which probably means that forces
are reducible to what happens when and where or to something400
else that is not a force,7 this is pointing towards my theory, which
7Earman and Roberts (2005a, p. 1) defend Humean Supervenience as the
claim that ‘what is a law of nature, and what not, supervenes on the Humean
base.’ By this they mean that ‘two possible worlds cannot diﬀer on what is
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I shall state below, that laws of nature do not entail ROSs and
do not say how bodies move but that they say that there are
forces of certain kinds in situations of certain kinds.
7 Laws versus predictions405
(7.1) What I have discussed in the previous section draws our
attention to an important clarification: We need to distinguish
between laws of nature on the one hand, such as the law of grav-
itation, F = Gm1m2
d2 , and ‘applications of theories’ or predictions
or equations of motion understood as predictions which describe410
the movements of bodies on the other hand. Laws of nature,
in my view, are true always and without conditions or provisos,
they apply also to cases in which not ceteris paribus because fur-
ther things are acting on the bodies. By contrast, equations of
motion, applied to particular bodies, are true only if a ‘no further415
things are acting on the bodies’ clause is included.
(7.2) In the title of her book ‘How The Laws of Physics Lie’,
Nancy Cartwright shows that she means by ‘laws of physics’ equa-
tions of motion or predictions, because the title means that often
a law of nature unless they also diﬀer on the Humean base.’ They propose
that ‘the Humean base at a given world is the set of non-nomic facts at that
world that can be the output of a reliable, spatiotemporally finite observa-
tion or measurement procedure.’ (17) Does this mean that forces are part of
the Humean base? In my view they can be observed or measured, but Ear-
man and Roberts write that their version of HS captures the idea that the
distinction between the initial and boundary conditions and the laws from
which the diﬀerential equations are derived is not a ‘metaphysical distinction
between two fundamentally diﬀerent kinds of facts.’ (15) Thus they mean by
the Humean base ‘the set of all facts that could serve as initial or boundary
conditions.’ (16) That indicates that Earman and Roberts think that forces
are reducible to what happens when and where or to something else that
is not a force, because irreducible forces are not the kind of thing that is
referred to as initial conditions.
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bodies do not move as the laws predict. I reply that this conclu-420
sion is to be avoided by two steps: First, laws of nature, such
as the law of gravitation, say nothing about what happens, just
about what forces there are. Second, equations of motion, un-
derstood as predictions, require not just ceteris paribus but ‘no
further things are acting’ clauses – and with these they do not425
lie.
(7.3) Miracles violate neither laws nor equations of motion.
Miracles do not violate the laws, because laws do not entail ROSs.
Miracles do not violate equations of motion because these require,
if they are understood as predictions, ‘no further things are act-430
ing’ clauses. Equations of motion, applied to particular cases,
without ‘no further things are acting’ clauses are false, not just
because of the possibility of divine interventions but also because
of the possibility of a process being interfered with by another
material process.435
8 The Tendency Theory of Laws of Nature
(8.1) Thus far I have defended the negative claim that laws of
nature do not entail ROSs. In order to bring out why laws are
not violated by miracles, I want to say also positively what a law
of nature is. We should take our clue from real examples from440
physics, for example the law of gravitation, F = Gm1m2
d2 ,
8 rather
than from pseudo-examples like ‘All swans are white’ or ‘Metal
expands when heated’. This law of mechanics says that there are
forces of certain types in situations of certain types.
(8.2) What is a force? Let me present two thought exercises445
designed to help us to understand, or describe, what a force is.
8The physicist Richard Feynman, in his book The Character of Physical
Law (Feynman 1965), also uses the law of gravitation for investigating what
a law of nature is.
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First, let us consider how we feel or observe forces. You can exert
a force with your finger on a ball. You can feel a force that is
exerted by a ball on your hand. You can imagine or believe that
a ball is exerting a force on a table on which it is lying or on a450
ball which it hits. The object on which the force is exerted then
is heading in a certain direction, it is pressed or pushed to move
in that direction – even if it is impeded from moving. Likewise,
the body which exerts the force is heading in a certain direction.
(8.3) Second, more generally, consider a universe – for sim-455
plicity’s sake one without living things – at some time t. How
will it carry on after t? There are many possibilities of how it
could carry on. There could be after t any one of all possible
universes, for example one with just five peanuts or one like ours
was in 1517. But we do not believe that all these possibilities are460
equally likely. We believe that at each time the universe is head-
ing in a certain direction. There is a tendency in the universe to
carry on in a certain way, rather than in one of the many other
possible ways.
(8.4) In order to grasp what this ‘heading in a certain direction’465
is, we need to contemplate and consider the things in themselves
attentively. Conceptual analysis will not provide us with insights.
The heading in a certain direction has to do with, but does not
consist in, how the universe or a part of it will carry on after the
time under consideration. The bodies have a tendency to move470
in a certain way or direction. I prefer to say: There is a tendency
(in the universe) at time t towards the bodies after t moving in a
certain way, i. e. towards the bodies being at certain positions at
certain later times. Equivalently we can say: ‘There is a tendency
at t that after t the bodies will be at certain positions.’9 That475
there is a force applying to a body at t means that there is,
9I develop this notion of a tendency and this theory of laws in more detail
in Wachter 2009, ch. 5.
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in this sense, a tendency in the universe at time t towards the
bodies being at certain positions after t. More generally, there is
a tendency at time t that at certain times after t certain things
will be the case, matter will be in a certain way.480
(8.5) A force is a tendency in this sense. It is a tendency con-
cerning the positions or movements of bodies. But there are other
tendencies, concerning other changes or developments. Therefore
my theory of laws does not say that a law says that there are
forces of certain kinds in situations of certain kinds, but that485
a law of nature says that there are tendencies of certain kinds
in situations of certain kinds. J. S. Mill already pointed in this
direction in 1843 when he wrote: ‘All laws of causation, in con-
sequence of their liability to be counteracted, require to be stated
in words aﬃrmative of tendencies only, and not of actual results.’490
(Mill 1843, book III, ch. 10, § 5)
(8.6) A tendency depends on a state of aﬀairs. Not everything
there is at t is relevant for the obtaining of the tendency. If two
planets attract each other, then a cat on a distant planet is ir-
relevant for that tendency. Likewise, while the mass of and the495
distance between the two planets are relevant, their temperature
is not. Therefore tendencies are not based on whole substances,
as a philosopher who claims that laws are about ‘dispositions’ or
‘powers’ might say, but on states of aﬀairs: complexes of prop-
erties at certain places or things at certain times. In order to500
refer to a certain state of aﬀairs in this sense, you need to spe-
cify which properties where at which time you mean. So there
is a state of aﬀairs, S, at time t, including the bodies with the
relevant properties, which is the basis of the tendency. It is im-
possible10 that S exists while the tendency does not. It is also505
10I always mean impossibility simpliciter, which comes closest to what usu-
ally is called ‘metaphysical’ impossibility. So I recognise only one kind of
modality and do not use the usual distinction between ‘logical’, ‘natural’
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impossible that the tendency exists without its basis.
(8.7) If a state of aﬀairs of type S is the basis of a tendency of
type T, then other states of aﬀairs of type S are also the baseis of
tendencies of type T. I assume that that is necessarily so and that
there is no causal explanation for this. If two states of aﬀairs are510
baseis of dissimilar tendencies, then they are also in themselves
dissimilar. But I do not need to explore this here. The core
of the tendency theory of laws of nature is that laws describe
what kinds of states of aﬀairs are the baseis of what kinds of
tendencies.515
(8.8) If nothing counteracts a (non-probabilistic) tendency, then
things carry on following the tendency, the tendency is realised.
But there can always be another tendency or an agent that coun-
teracts a tendency, impeding its realisation. I assume that if S is
the basis of tendency T at time t towards a certain state of aﬀairs520
at a certain later time t2, then T is also a tendency towards a
certain states of aﬀairs at all times between t and t2.
(8.9) Not only changes and a body’s acceleration, but also con-
stant movement is a matter of tendency. If there is no force
acting on a body, there still is a tendency that the body will525
be at certain positions at certain times. I assume further that
also a thing’s persisting unchangingly through time is a matter
of tendency. It consists in there being a tendency towards there
being a thing with certain properties at certain positions at cer-
tain times. But not every state of aﬀairs or event occurs through530
the realisation of a tendency. It can also be a choice event, i. e.
occur in an action and have no preceding cause.
(8.10) Is not Newton’s second law, F = ma, a counter example
to the claim that laws state that there are tendencies of certain
and ‘metaphysical’ impossibility. Laws are, probably, necessary in the simple,
strict sense. See Wachter 2009, ch. 3.
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kinds in situations of certain kinds? Does not that law describe535
not tendencies but the actual movement of bodies? If we wanted
to interpret it in this way, then we would have to add a ‘noth-
ing else is acting’ clause. But it is more adequate to say that it
describes the movement towards which the body on which the
force acts is heading – regardless of whether the body will actu-540
ally move in this way. Without Newton’s second law we could
not calculate exactly what tendency there is when two planets
attract each other. We could calculate the force, but this would
only entail the direction but not the velocity of the acceleration
towards which the tendency is directed. Newton’s second law545
together with the laws that describe that there are forces of cer-
tain kinds in situations of certain kinds is a description of the
tendencies there are. So also Newton’s second law is a part of
the description of tendencies.
(8.11) We now see a further flaw of the ceteris-paribus ap-550
proach. Usually laws are assumed to entail ROSs whose instances
are all the instances of the law. Ceteris paribus clauses are used
in order to express that the law does not apply to those cases in
which the conditions are not the same. But it is false that these
cases are not instances of the law. Even if the gravitational force555
exerted on a body by another body does not lead to acceleration
because an electro-magnetic force or an animal impedes it, the
gravitational force is still there and thus the law of gravitation
applies to the case.
9 Back to miracles560
(9.1) Now we can draw the conclusions concerning miracles. Are
miracles violations of the laws? They would be if the laws said
or entailed that no miracles occur. Consider the case of Peter
walking on the water. God prevents Peter from sinking into the
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water, he holds him. What do the laws say about that? They565
say that there are certain tendencies, in this case that there is a
gravitational force pulling him down. Is the miracle contrary to
what the laws say? Only if God abolishes the gravitational force.
Does he? Even if God could do that, there is no reason to do
that, God can hold Peter without abolishing any tendencies. He570
sustains Peter, the water, and the tendencies, and counteracts
the tendency towards Peter sinking into the water. Therefore
the miracle is no violation of any law of nature.
(9.2) One possible view about the relationships between mir-
acles and laws is that the laws do not apply to miracles. The575
laws describe what material things cause and that therefore, if
an immaterial agent causes a material event, the laws say nothing
about that case. This is C. S. Lewis’s view, and Robert Larmer
(Larmer 2013, ch. 2) endorses it quoting Jan Cover:
[B]elieving in events having supernatural causes, needn’t580
saddle one with believing that there are false laws of nature,
laws having exceptions. Miracles are so to speak ‘gaps’
in nature, occurrences having causes about which laws of
nature are simply silent. The laws are true, but simply
don’t speak to events caused by divine intervention.585
(9.3) Also with this view, which we can call the not-apply view
or the silence view, one can say that miracles do not violate the
laws, because also on this view the laws do not say that there are
no miracles. I object to this view that the laws do apply also to
miracles and are not silent about them, because they say what590
tendencies there are, and the tendencies are in fact there, even
though God counteracts.11
(9.4) Richard Swinburne accepts the idea that miracles are
violations of the laws but interprets it in the sense of a miracle
11For the principle of energy conservation, the not-apply view is correct.
See Larmer 2013, ch. 2 and Collins 2008.
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being ‘a non-repeatable exception to a law of nature’ (Swinburne595
2004, p. 279). To this view too I object that a miracle is in no
sense a violation of a law, because laws apply also to miracles,
saying what tendencies there are. Further, I object to the idea
that miracles are the only exceptions to the laws. The laws ap-
ply to miracles no less than they apply to cases where material600
objects counteract the tendencies. A material object’s counter-
action is as much a counteraction as a divine counteraction is,
and an intervention by a material object or process is as much
an intervention as a divine intervention is. Likewise, animals and
humans can, by acting, counteract tendencies and intervene into605
processes.
(9.5) Swinburne holds that because miracles are violations of
the laws of nature, they are in themselves improbable. The fact
that if E occurred, it would have been a miracle is in itself ‘evid-
ence against its occurrence’.610
This is because the past phenomena which make it prob-
able that L is a law of nature make it probable that it
holds almost universally and so that on the occasion in
question, things conformed to L. (Swinburne 1992, p. 118)
In my view this is not so. It is true that today, at least in the615
West, miracles are somewhat improbable. You need more evid-
ence in order to justify the belief that God raised your friend’s
daughter from the dead than for the belief that she is dead. But
the reason is not that miracles are violations of the laws. It is
not that the raising from the dead would be a miracle. Rather,620
the reason is that today in the West God never or rarely raises
people from the dead or intervenes very visibly in other ways.
The low frequency of miracles today lowers the prior probability
of miracles, but the mere fact that they are miracles does not.
Imagine that God were to perform miracles very often. Then625
you would need less evidence in order to justify the belief that
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God raised your friend’s daughter from the dead.
10 Conclusion
The question of miracle has led us to question the general view
of the laws and of the causal structure of the world, according to630
which laws entail regularities of succession and even every event
is an instance of a regularity of succession. Against this view
I have argued that laws do not entail regularities of succession
but describe tendencies, e. g. Newtonian forces. Miracles are not
violations of the laws because in a miracle the tendencies which635
the laws describe are there.
That is a strong claim because all current prominent theories
of laws of nature assume that laws do entail ROSs. But I suggest
that my claim is not contrary to our intuitions and observations.
Nothing in F = Gm1m2
d2 indicates that it entails regularities of640
succession. Rather, the most straightforward interpretation is
that there are certain forces in certain situations. We also do not
observe or experience ROSs. The idea that there are ROSs (other
than regularities with just a few instances) is implausible because
we know that for each event in other cases of events of that645
type there may be something which causes a diﬀerent outcome.
Events of one type often cause and are therefore followed by
events of a certain other type, otherwise we could not build cars
and computers, but the idea that events of one type are always
followed by events of a certain other type is a diﬀerent matter.650
Probably belief in ROSs often is based on a more basic com-
mitment to determinism or to empiricism. In my view, determ-
inism prevents philosophers from recognising that processes can
be stopped and makes them believe that it is possible that an
event necessitates a later event, even that all events are necessit-655
ated by preceding events. As one can then believe that events of
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type x necessitate events of type y, that paves the way for belief
in regularities of succession. Empiricism prevents philosophers
from recognising forces and other tendencies and leads them to
believe instead in regularities of succession, although, ironically,660
we do not observe them. Once we put aside these two doctrines,
then we recognise a third alternative besides Hobbesian determ-
inistic processes and probabilistic processes: processes that have
a unique direction from which they cannot deviate by chance,
without a cause, but from which they can be caused to deviate.665
Then we can accept that laws of nature describe the direction of
processes, or, more precisely, tendencies.
Some may even be partly motivated to accept ROSs because
that allows a quick argument against miracles (and against free
will). But whether and which miracles have occurred can be670
discovered only by considering the evidence, not a priori. The
theist as well as the atheist have the task to examine, for example,
the historical evidence for the resurrection of Jesus in detail.12
Investigating the laws of nature does nothing to find out whether
miracles occurred.675
Some theists are worried that there is no room for miracles, for
example Keith Ward: ‘there must be gaps in physical causality if
God is ever to do anything’ (Ward 2000, p. 903). Some therefore
put their hope on quantum mechanics, speculating that God acts
by determining the outcome of probabilistic processes on the680
quantum level. (Russell 2009) There is no need for all this. Even
if the Newtonian laws, which are as deterministic as any are,
were the ultimate laws, miracles would be perfectly possible. The
12The evidence for the resurrection of Jesus is investigated, for example, by
Swinburne 2003, Craig 2000, Habermas and Licona 2004, and Wright 2003.
Swinburne points out that not only the detailed historical evidence, such as
the reports of witnesses, but also several kinds of background evidence need
to be considered.
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question, which I have not addressed, is just whether and which
miracles occurred.685
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